
Liberal High School Lesson Plans 

Teacher:David A. Hoffman             Class:General Math Skills 

3/25/2019 To 3/29/2019 
Monday, 
3/25/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, common denominator, mixed numbers, improper fraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Problem of the Day           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Questioning 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Outcome Sentences          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Students will complete statement, "I learned or discovered . . . " 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          List, Group, Label          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Tuesday, 
3/26/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, common denominator, mixed numbers, improper fraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Problem of the Day          Inquiry           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes A-B Partner Teach          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Wednesday, 
3/27/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, common denominator, mixed numbers, improper fraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 



ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Problem of the Day          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Idea Wave          Collaboration          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Talk a Mile a Minute          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Thursday, 
3/28/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, common denominator, mixed numbers, improper fraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Ask Question           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with math expression to solve by finding mistake in order of operations. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Summarizing          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Guided practice and Think Aloud over order of operations test review. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes A-B Partner Teach          Idea Wave          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 List, Group, Label          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

  
 

 

Friday, 
3/29/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, common denominator, mixed numbers, improper fraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Reading          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Students may use flow chart and multiplication table on test. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Test over order of operations will be distributed and monitored. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Students will be able to correct test mistakes for one-half credit after tests are graded and recorded 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

 

 



 

 

 

Liberal High School Lesson Plans 

Teacher:David A. Hoffman             Class:Geometry 

3/25/2019 To 3/29/2019 
Monday, 
3/25/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify, analyze and describe line and rotational symmetries of two-dimensional geometric figures 
as well as identify plane and axis symmetries in three-dimensional figures. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.3 - Given a rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, or regular polygon, describe the rotations and reflections 
that carry it onto itself. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

symmetry, line symmetry, line of symmetry, rotational symmetry, center of symmetry, order of symmetry, point 
symmetry, magnitude of symmetry, plane symmetry, axis symmetry 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Use rigid motions such as reflections, glide reflections, translations, and rotations as isometries in a plane and 
signify the motions with prime and double prime to indicate that a vertex is the image of a second 
transformation; Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sections as well as division of figures by degrees that map a 
figure onto itself in both 2-D and 3-D. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Ask Question          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with Quick Write asking questions why the human body is so symmetrical then discuss 
how some geometric figures and the capital alphabet letters are symmetrical. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Cornell notes on 9.5 study guide with Think Aloud and guided practice on 9.5 practice problems 
then collaboration on homework problems. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes 20 Word Summary          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Students will explain the meaning of line and rotational symmetry 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Tuesday, 
3/26/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will draw rotations of figures as well as draw rotations in the coordinate plane. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

rotations, congruence transformations, center of rotation, angle of rotation, preimage, image 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

The direction of a rotation can be either clockwise or counterclockwise, but most are the latter. Specific rules are 
used when a point is rotated 90 degrees, 180 degrees, or 270 degrees counterclockwise about the origin. A ruler 
and protractor are used to draw rotations. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Ensure Students Understand Lesson Objective          Ask Question           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work will focus on direction of a rotation using a wooden protractor to show difference 
between 90, 180, and 270 degrees. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Choose an item.          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Focused note-taking with 9.3 study guide and graphic organizer to show how rotation of a 
figure and its coordinates change in the coordinate plane.  Teacher will demonstrate a Think Aloud and guided 
practice with study guide and allow students to collaborate on practice worksheet. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          A-B Partner Teach          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Word Wall Review/Interaction          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       



 

Wednesday, 
3/27/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will draw glide reflections and other compositions of isometries in the coordinate plane as well as draw 
compositions of reflections in parallel and intersecting lines. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.2 - Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g. transparencies and geometry software; describe 
transformations as functions that take points in the plane as inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare 
transformations that preserve distance and angle to those that do not (e.g. translation versus horizontal stretch). 
G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

composition of transformations, glide reflection, translation vector, isometry, congruent, preimage, image, 
parallel lines, perpendicular lines, intersecting lines, rotation 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Reflection maps a point to its image by reflecting each vertex of a polygon across a line of reflection such as x-
axis, y-axis, or other line; Vectors have both distance and direction. Figure vertical and horizontal movements on 
a graph by using both coordinate notation and vectors; Calculate rotation of a figure with specific degrees by 
using a protractor then use ruler to draw line same length as original distance between center of rotation and 
vertices of a polygon; Use rigid motions such as reflections, glide reflections, translations, and rotations as 
isometries in a plane and signify the motions with prime and double prime to indicate that a vertex is the image 
of a second transformation; Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sections as well as division of figures by degrees 
that map a figure onto itself. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Inquiry          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Review vocabulary such as reflection, preimage, image, translation, vectors, rotation, and rules of 
rotations. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Cornell notes on 9.4 study guide with Think Aloud and guided practice on 9.4 practice 
problems then collaboration on homework problems. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          20 Word Summary          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Frayer model to compare and contrast the types of transformations 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Thursday, 
3/28/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will draw glide reflections and other compositions of isometries in the coordinate plane as well as draw 
compositions of reflections in parallel and intersecting lines. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.2 - Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g. transparencies and geometry software; describe 
transformations as functions that take points in the plane as inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare 
transformations that preserve distance and angle to those that do not (e.g. translation versus horizontal stretch). 
G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

composition of transformations, glide reflection, translation vector, isometry, congruent, preimage, image, 
parallel lines, perpendicular lines, intersecting lines, rotation 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Reflection maps a point to its image by reflecting each vertex of a polygon across a line of reflection such as x-
axis, y-axis, or other line; Vectors have both distance and direction. Figure vertical and horizontal movements on a 
graph by using both coordinate notation and vectors; Calculate rotation of a figure with specific degrees by using 
a protractor then use ruler to draw line same length as original distance between center of rotation and vertices 
of a polygon; Use rigid motions such as reflections, glide reflections, translations, and rotations as isometries in a 
plane and signify the motions with prime and double prime to indicate that a vertex is the image of a second 
transformation; Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sections as well as division of figures by degrees that map a 
figure onto itself. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Inquiry          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work to review difference between first prime and second prime of images after 
transformations. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Summarizing          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Review Cornell notes on 9.4 study guide with Think Aloud and guided practice on 9.4 practice 
problems then collaboration on homework problems 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          A-B Partner Teach          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       



Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

  
 

 

Friday, 
3/29/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will draw dilations or scaling as a similarity transformation that enlarges or reduces a figure 
proportionally with respect to a center point and a scale factor in the coordinate plane. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.2 - Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g. transparencies and geometry software; describe 
transformations as functions that take points in the plane as inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare 
transformations that preserve distance and angle to those that do not (e.g. translation versus horizontal stretch). 
G.CO.3 - Given a rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, or regular polygon, describe the rotations and reflections 
that carry it onto itself. 
G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 
G.SRT.1 - Understand similarity in terms of transformations that are similar. Verify experimentally the properties 
of dilations given by a center and a scale factor 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

reflection (flip), line of reflection, vertex, pre-image, image, congruence transformation, isometry, rotation, 
center of rotation, preimage, image, angle of rotation, counterclockwise, composition of transformations, glide 
reflection, translation vector, isometry, congruent, parallel lines, perpendicular lines, intersecting lines, rotation, 
symmetry, line symmetry, line of symmetry, rotational symmetry, center of symmetry, order of symmetry, point 
symmetry, magnitude of symmetry, plane symmetry, axis symmetry, tessellations, dilation, enlargement, 
reduction, scale factor 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Reflection maps a point to its image by reflecting each vertex of a polygon across a line of reflection such as x-
axis, y-axis, or other line; Vectors have both distance and direction. Figure vertical and horizontal movements on a 
graph by using both coordinate notation and vectors; Calculate rotation of a figure with specific degrees by using 
a protractor then use ruler to draw line same length as original distance between center of rotation and vertices 
of a polygon; Use rigid motions such as reflections, glide reflections, translations, and rotations as isometries in a 
plane and signify the motions with prime and double prime to indicate that a vertex is the image of a second 
transformation; Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sections as well as division of figures by degrees that map a 
figure onto itself; Scale factors greater than 1 are enlargements & scale factors less than 1 are reductions. Multiply 
x- & y-coordinates of each point of a preimage by the scale factor of the dilation, known as k. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Ensure Students Understand Lesson Objective          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work to explain process of enlarging or reducing a the size of a picture as a family portrait on a 
wall or to put in one's wallet or purse. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Cornell notes on 9.6 study guide with Think Aloud and guided practice on 9.6 practice 
problems then collaboration on homework problems. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          Outcome Sentences          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Students will explain meaning of dilation and what k as scale factor represents. 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

 


